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Abstract

Analytical solutions and estimations for the power flow in the air gap of linear electri-
cal machines of different geometries are derived from Poynting’s theorem. The different
geometries considered are flat one-sided, multi-sided, and tubular linear electrical machines.
The radial power flow for all considered geometries is dependent on the area of the air gap,
the electric field, the magnetic field, and the load angle. The tangential power flow for both
flat one-sided and tubular linear electrical machines is dependent of the area of the air gap,
number of poles, the electric field, the magnetic field, and the load angle. The number
of poles could be increased to decrease the tangential power flow in flat linear electrical
machines. The expression for the tangential flow in tubular linear electrical machines is so
complicated that it is difficult to draw conclusions from it.

1 INTRODUCTION

Inspired by Maxwell’s ”Treatise on electricity and magnetism”
[1, 2], Poynting derived a theorem describing how the power
flux is connected to the electric and magnetic fields:

S⃗ = E⃗ × H⃗ , (1)

where S⃗ is Poynting’s vector, E⃗ is the electrical field, and H⃗

is the magnetic field strength. This is now referred to as Poynt-
ing’s theorem, which is useful, among other things, when analyz-
ing the power flow in an electrical machine [3–9]. For example,
Chebak et al. [8] used a method from [10] to find the eddy cur-
rent losses in the stator from Poynting’s vector. Another exam-
ple is Bolund et al. [7], who made a detailed study of the power
flow in the cables in a cable wound generator by simulating the
Poynting vector.

When the Poynting vector has been used to understand elec-
trical machines, it has almost exclusively been done for rotat-
ing electrical machines [3–8]. The authors have found one study
on linear electrical machines where the Poynting vector is used,
made by Dang et al. [9], who optimizes the sizing of a tubular
linear induction generator and gives an expression for the axial
force on the moving part of the machine from the Poynting vec-
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tor. Dang et al. do not, however, specify which coefficients they
use for the electric field or magnetic field strength. Linear elec-
trical machines, even though much less common than rotating
electrical machines, can be utilized in several applications, for
example, wave power [11], free-piston engines in hybrid vehicles
[12], Stirling micro-generators [9], aircraft launch system [13],
and artificial hearts [14, 15].

As described in [16], a radial flux linear electrical machine
can be pictured as a rotating electrical machine cut along the
z-axis from the center (r = 0) and out. If kept flat, the elec-
trical machine is referred to as a flat linear electrical machine.
If rolled back together in the other direction, it is referred to
as a tubular linear electrical machine (see Figure 1). The rotor,
now called the translator whether the machine is flat or tubular,
will move in the z-direction instead of the 𝜃-direction. In many
ways, a tubular linear electrical machine is a rotating electrical
machine where the coordinate system has been transformed
from (r , 𝜃, z ) to (r , z, 𝜃). A linear electrical machine can also be
multi-sided. There are examples of multi-sided linear electrical
machines with 2 [17], 4, 8 [18], and 9 sides [19], which have been
built and tested. There are also tubular linear electrical machines
[9, 20], which have been built and tested.

Shortly after Poynting first described his vector, Heaviside
proposed a similar expression [21, pp. 115–119,129–131]
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of the transformation from a rotating electrical
machine to a flat linear electrical machine and then further to a tubular linear
electrical machine. Only the rotor and translator, respectively, are shown for
simplicity. ’N’ is for north pole and ’S’ is for the south pole. The direction of
movement for the rotor and the translators, respectively, are marked with
arrows. Picture inspired by an illustration made by [16]

S⃗ = E⃗ × H⃗ + G⃗ , (2)

where G⃗ is a vector with divergence zero. Just as Poynting,
Heaviside were heavily influenced by Maxwell’s ”Treatise on
electricity and magnetism” [1]. Slepian [22] derived several alter-
natives to Poynting’s vector, which are different forms of Equa-
tion (2). One of Slepian’s [22] key points is that all of these ver-
sion of S⃗ shows a flow density, and when summing up the total
flow over an enclosed surface, the sum will be the same no mat-
ter what G⃗ is. Since ∇ ⋅ G⃗ = 0, this is confirmed by Gauss’ the-
orem. Even though the usability of the Poynting theorem has
been questioned [23], if integrated over an enclosed surface it
should yield the same result independent of G⃗ .

If both E⃗ and H⃗ have harmonic time variation, then Poynt-
ing’s theorem can be written as [10]:

S⃗ =
1
2

Re[E⃗ × H⃗ ∗] + Re[E⃗ × H⃗ e j2𝜔t ], (3)

that is, one part of the power flux is independent of time and
one part is time dependent.

Theoretical derivations from Poynting’s theorem to find ana-
lytical expressions for the total power in the air gap has been
done for rotating electrical machines by Palit [3] and Gray [5].
The total power flowing radially in the air gap of a rotating elec-
trical machine is [3, 5]:

Pg = −𝜋rRLÊzRĤ𝜃S sin 𝛿, (4)

FIGURE 2 Schematic of a linear electrical machine (LEM) with some of
the parameters used in the derivations. The schematic is both for flat LEMs
with coordinate system (x, y, z ) and tubular LEMs with coordinate system
(r , 𝜃, z ). The dashed line furthest to the left is where x = 0 for a flat LEM and
r = 0 for a tubular LEM. The direction of z both for flat and tubular LEMs are
along the same dashed line. To the right is the stator in dark gray with
rectangular conductors. The translator, with its alternating south and north
poles, is between the stator and the dashed line to the left

where rR is the rotor radius, L is the length of the machine, ÊzR

is the electric field from the rotor in the z-direction, Ĥ𝜃S is the
magnetic field strength from the stator in 𝜃-direction, and 𝛿 is
the load angle. The load angle shows how much the magnetic
field in the rotor lags or leads the magnetic field in the stator. In
a motor, the magnetic field in the rotor lags the magnetic field
in the stator. In a generator, the magnetic field in the rotor leads
the magnetic field in the stator. The minus sign is because both
Palit and Gray assume a motor.

To make the same use of Poynting’s vector as has been
done for rotating electrical machines, the corresponding analyt-
ical expressions for linear electrical machines are derived. The
derivations are for a synchronous radial flow linear generator
[24], but the results for a radial flow linear motor are the same
with only a difference in sign. The derivations are done both
for flat and tubular linear electrical machines. It is also estimated
what the power flow is for a multi-sided linear electrical machine
in the radial direction. It is only the flow far away from the ends
of the electrical machine which is considered, since the flow
lines have very special behavior around the ends and is, there-
fore, more easily studied by, for example, FEM-simulations than
analytically [25–27]. The linear electrical machines are assumed
to be multi-pole, balanced, have no imperfections, and, for the
tubular linear electrical machine, having an outer stator.

Some of the parameters used in the derivations can be seen
in Figure 2. In Figure 2, rS is the distance from the center of the
electrical machine to where the stator faces the air gap; rR is the
distance from the center of the electrical machine to where the
translator faces the air gap; g is the air gap width; L is the length
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FIGURE 3 Illustration of the translator for a flat linear electrical machine
with the coordinate system and direction of movement marked

of the electrical machine. 𝜏p is the pole pitch, while 2𝜏p is the
pole pair width.

2 POWER FLOW IN THE AIR GAP OF A
FLAT LINEAR GENERATOR

In order to get the power flux from Poynting’s theorem, the elec-
tric and magnetic fields, respectively, needs to be known. The
translator is moving in the ẑ-direction (see Figure 3).

2.1 The magnetic vector potential

The magnetic vector potential A⃗ is in the same direction as the
current density J⃗ , which in a flat synchronous linear electrical
machine with the coordinate system shown in Figure 3 is mainly
in the y-direction. In the air gap of the linear electrical machine,
the magnetic vector potential can be found by solving Laplace’s
equation

𝜕2Ay

𝜕x2
+
𝜕2Ay

𝜕z2
= 0. (5)

Ay does not change in ŷ-direction as long as the ends of the
electrical machine are not considered, and therefore 𝜕Ay∕𝜕y =
0.

Using separation of variables and remembering that A⃗ is both
a function of space and time, the ansatz is

Ay (x, z, t ) = X (x )Z (z )T (t ). (6)

Combining Equations (5) and (6) gives:

1
X

dX 2

dx2
= −

1
Z

d 2Z

dz2
= 𝜆, (7)

where 𝜆 is a constant. When 𝜆 > 0, say 𝜆 = k2, the retrieved
solution is periodic in the z-direction, which is the case for linear
electrical machines. The differential equation has the solution

Ay = T (t )
(
a cos(kz ) + b sin(kz )

)(
cekx + de−kx

)
, (8)

where a, b, c, and d are constants. Z (z ), and thereby Ay, is
periodic with the periodicity of the pole pair width. Thereby

k = 𝜋∕𝜏p = 𝜋p∕L, if no harmonics are considered, where 𝜏p

is the pole pitch, p is the number of poles and L is the length
of the linear electrical machine (see also Figure 2). T (t ) should
be periodic with respect to the angular frequency 𝜔 and can be
written as:

T (t ) = e j𝜔t + e− j𝜔t (9)

where j2 = −1. Using e j𝜔t + e− j𝜔t = 2 cos(𝜔t ) and that the
translator is only moving in one direction at a time, the general
solution can be written as:

Ay =
(
a cos(kz − 𝜔t ) + b sin(kz − 𝜔t )

)(
cekx + de−kx

)
. (10)

2.2 Magnetic field strength

In the air gap 𝜇 = 𝜇0 is a fair approximation, thereby:

B⃗ = 𝜇0H⃗ = ∇ × A⃗. (11)

Remembering that A⃗ = Ayŷ the magnetic field strength is

H⃗ =
1
𝜇0

(
−
𝜕Ay

𝜕z
x̂ +

𝜕Ay

𝜕x
ẑ

)
. (12)

Combining Equations (12) and (10) gives:

Hx = −
1
𝜇0

𝜕Ay

𝜕z

=
k

𝜇0

(
a sin(kz − 𝜔t ) − b cos(kz − 𝜔t )

)
×
(
cekx + de−kx

)
, (13)

Hz =
1
𝜇0

𝜕Ay

𝜕x

=
k

𝜇0

(
a cos(kz − 𝜔t ) + b sin(kz − 𝜔t )

)
×
(
cekx − de−kx

)
. (14)

2.2.1 Finding coefficients from boundary
conditions

For a symmetric and balanced electrical machine with no imper-
fections, it can be assumed that{

ΛR = Λ̂R cos(kz − 𝜔t )

ΛS = Λ̂S cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)
, (15)
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where Λ is the linear current density for the rotor and the sta-
tor, respectively, and 𝛿 is the load angle. (Generally, the linear
current density is denoted A [A/m] but since the magnetic vec-
tor potential generally is denoted A⃗ [Vs/m], Λ is used here to
avoid confusion.) The linear current density gives the boundary
condition for Hz at the x = rS and x = rR:

{
Hz (x = rS , z, t ) = −Λ̂S cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

Hz (x = rR, z, t ) = Λ̂R cos(kz − 𝜔t )
, (16)

where rS is the distance from the center of the electrical machine
to where the stator faces the air gap and rR distance from the
center of the electrical machine to where the translator faces
the air gap (see Figure 2). For flat linear electrical machines, it
can be chosen rR = 0 ⇔ rS = g, where g is the air gap width.
For simpler comparison, however, an arbitrary non-negative rR

is used here.
From Equation (16) it can be seen that ĤzS = Λ̂S and ĤzR =

Λ̂R. Therefore the following boundary condition is used:{
Hz (x = rS , z, t ) = −ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿),

Hz (x = rR, z, t ) = ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t ).
(17)

Utilizing the principle of superposition, this is fulfilled if

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Hz (x, z, t ) = HzS (x, z, t ) + HzR (x, z, t )

= −XS (x )ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

+XR (x )ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t ),

XS (rS ) = 1,

XS (rR ) = 0,

XR (rS ) = 0,

XR (rR ) = 1,

(18)

which gives

Hz (x, z, t ) = ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

(
sinh(k(rR − x ))

sinh(kg)

)
+ ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t )

(
sinh(k(rS − x ))

sinh(kg)

)
, (19)

where g is the air gap width; g = rS − rR (see Figure 2). Now Hx

can be found through Equations (12)–(14):

Hx = ĤzS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)
cosh(k(rR − x ))

sinh(kg)

+ ĤzR sin(kz − 𝜔t )
cosh(k(rS − x ))

sinh(kg)
. (20)

2.3 Electric field strength

According to Faraday’s law of induction

∇ × E⃗ = −
𝜕B⃗

𝜕t
. (21)

In the air gap, this relation can be rewritten as

∇ × E⃗ = −
𝜕Ey

𝜕z
x̂ +

𝜕Ey

𝜕x
ẑ = −𝜇0

𝜕Hx

𝜕t
x̂ − 𝜇0

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
ẑ. (22)

Either Hx or Hz can be utilized to find Ey. Here Hx is utilized:

Ey (x, z, t ) = −𝜇0 ∫
𝜕Hx (x, z, t )

𝜕t
dz =

𝜇0𝜔

k
Hx (x, z, t )

=
𝜇0𝜔

k sinh(kg)

(
ĤzS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

× cosh(krR − kx )

+ĤzR sin(kz − 𝜔t ) cosh(krS − kx )
)
. (23)

From Faraday’s law of induction, the boundary conditions for
Ey are also found:

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
(x = rS ) = −𝜔ĤzS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿), (24)

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
(x = rR ) = 𝜔ĤzR sin(kz − 𝜔t ). (25)

Hence

ÊyS =
𝜇0𝜔

k tanh(kg)
ĤzS , (26)

ÊyR =
𝜇0𝜔

k tanh(kg)
ĤzR. (27)

Then Ey can be expressed as:

Ey = ÊyS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)
cosh(k(rR − x ))

cosh(kg)

+ ÊyR sin(kz − 𝜔t )
cosh(k(rS − x ))

cosh(kg)
. (28)

It could be noted that here, ÊyS and ÊyR are not the top val-
ues of the electric field by the stator and translator, respectively,
but rather the top values of the electric fields arising from the
magnetic field at the stator and translator, respectively.
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2.4 Poynting vector in the air gap

During the derivation of H⃗ , and E⃗ , Ex , Ez , and Hy were found
negligible or zero in this application. This gives the Poynting
vector:

S⃗ = EyHzx̂ − EyHxẑ. (29)

The radial power flux is:

Sx = EyHz

=
2

sinh(2kg)

×
(
ÊyS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿) cosh(krR − kx )

+ÊyR sin(kz − 𝜔t ) cosh(krS − kx )
)

×
(
ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿) sinh(krR − kx )

+ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t ) sinh(krS − kx )
)
. (30)

The tangential power flux is:

Sz = − EyHx

= −
2

sinh(2kg)

×
(
ÊyS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿) cosh(krR − kx )

+ÊyR sin(kz − 𝜔t ) cosh(krS − kx )
)

×
(
ĤzS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿) cosh(krR − kx )

+ĤzR sin(kz − 𝜔t ) cosh(krS − kx )
)
. (31)

2.5 Total electromagnetic power flow in the
air gap

The total normal electromagnetic power flow in the air gap by
the stator is:

PStator ,⟂ = P⟂
|||x=rS

= ∫
s∥

Sx ds∥
|||x=rS

= ∫
L∕2

−L∕2 ∫
b∕2

−b∕2
Sx (x = rS , z, t ) dy dz

= b∫
L∕2

−L∕2
Sx (x = rS , z, t )dz =

{
L = p ⋅

2𝜋
k

}
(32)

=
1
2

bLÊyRĤzS sin 𝛿, (33)

where s∥ is a surface parallel to the stator and rotor and b is the
stack length of the flat linear electrical machine. Using x = rR

gives a very similar expression.
The normal power flow, according to Equation (33), depends

on the area of the air gap bL, the magnetic field in the z-
direction by the stator, the electric field in the y-direction by the
rotor, and the load angle 𝛿. A larger area of the air gap, stronger
magnetic and electric fields, and a load angle close to 90◦ will
give a higher normal power flow. This will be further discussed
and analyzed in Section 5.

The tangential electromagnetic power flow in the air gap is:

PStator ,tan = Pz
|||z=z′

= ∫
s⟂

Szds⟂
|||z=z′

= ∫
rS

rR
∫

b∕2

−b∕2
Sz (r , z = z′, t )dydx

= b∫
rS

rR

Sz (r , z = z′, t )dx

= −
b

2 sinh(2kg)

×
(
ÊyS ĤzS

(
1 − cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 2𝛿)

)
×

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

)
+ 2

(
ÊyS ĤzR + ÊyRĤzS

)
×
(
cos(𝛿) − cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
×

(
g cosh(kg) +

sinh(kg)
k

)
+ ÊyRĤzR

(
1 − cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t )

)
×

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

))
(34)

= PStator ,tan1 + PStator ,tan2(t ), (35)

where z′ ∈ [−L∕2,L∕2], and s⟂ is a surface normal to the sta-
tor.

PStator ,tan1 = −
b

2 sinh(2kg)

×

(
ÊyS ĤzS

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

)
+ ÊyRĤzR

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

)
+ 2

(
ÊyS ĤzR + ÊyRĤzS

)
×

(
g cosh(kg) +

sinh(kg)
k

)
cos 𝛿

)
, (36)
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PStator ,tan2(t ) =
b

2 sinh(2kg)

×

(
ÊyS ĤzS

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

)
× cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 2𝛿)

+ ÊyRĤzR

(
g +

sinh(2kg)
2k

)
cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t )

+ 2
(
ÊyS ĤzR + ÊyRĤzS

)
×

(
g cosh(kg) +

sinh(kg)
k

)
× cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (37)

By replacing k = 𝜋p∕L and assuming kg is small, the power
transfer in the tangential direction can be estimated as

PStator ,tan1 ≈ −
bL

2𝜋p

(
ÊyS ĤzS + ÊyRĤzR

+ 2
(
ÊyS ĤzR + ÊyRĤzS

)
cos 𝛿

)
, (38)

PStator ,tan2(t ) ≈
bL

2𝜋p

(
ÊyS ĤzS cos

(
8𝜋pz′

L
− 2𝜔t + 2𝛿

)
+ ÊyRĤzR cos

(
8𝜋pz′

L
− 2𝜔t

)
+ 2

(
ÊyS ĤzR + ÊyRĤzS

)
× cos

(
8𝜋pz′

L
− 2𝜔t + 𝛿

))
. (39)

Both the normal and the tangential power flow increases with
larger air gap area and stronger magnetic and electric fields. The
tangential power flow does, however, decrease with an increas-
ing number of poles. The normal power flow showed no depen-
dence on the number of poles.

3 POWER FLOW IN THE AIR GAP OF A
TUBULAR LINEAR GENERATOR

Just as for the flat electrical machines, the electrical and magnetic
fields, respectively, needs to be known in order to find the power
flux. The translator is moving in the ẑ-direction (see Figure 4).

3.1 The magnetic vector potential

The magnetic vector potential A⃗ is in the same direction as
the current density J⃗ , which for a tubular synchronous linear

FIGURE 4 Illustration of the translator for a tubular linear electrical
machine with the coordinate system and direction of movement marked

electrical machine is mainly in the 𝜃-direction. When solving
the differential equation for the magnetic vector potential, we
can simplify and only solve it for A𝜃 and neglect Ar and Az . In
the air gap of the linear electrical machine, we have:

r2 𝜕
2A𝜃

𝜕r2
+ r

𝜕A𝜃

𝜕r
+ r2 𝜕

2A𝜃

𝜕z2
− A𝜃 = 0. (40)

A𝜃 does not change in �̂�-direction as long as the ends of the
electrical machine are not considered, and therefore 𝜕A𝜃∕𝜕𝜃 =
0.

Using separation of variables and remembering that A⃗ is also
a function of time, the ansatz is

A𝜃 (r , z, t ) = R(r )Z (z )T (t ). (41)

Combining Equations (40) and (41) gives:

1
R

dR2

dr2
+

1
rR

dR

dr
−

1
r2
= −

1
Z

d 2Z

dz2
= 𝜆, (42)

where 𝜆 is a constant. Just as for the flat electrical machine
𝜆 = k2 = (𝜋p∕L)2, and the translator will only move in one
direction at the time. The general solution is:

A𝜃 =
(
a2 cos(kz − 𝜔t ) + b2 sin(kz − 𝜔t )

)
×
(
c2J1( jkr ) + d2Y1(− jkr )

)
, (43)

where a2, b2, c2, and d2 are constants. J1 and Y1 are Bessel func-
tions of the first and second kind, respectively, both of order
one. The solution of the differential equation for R(r ) can be
found in, for example, [28, p. 440–441].

3.2 Magnetic field strength

In the air gap 𝜇 = 𝜇0 is a fair approximation, and thereby:

B⃗ = 𝜇0H⃗ = ∇ × A⃗. (44)

Remembering that A⃗ = A𝜃�̂�, the magnetic field strength is

H⃗ =
1
𝜇0

(
−
𝜕A𝜃

𝜕z
r̂ +

1
r

𝜕(rA𝜃 )

𝜕r
ẑ

)
. (45)
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Combining Equations (45) and (43) gives:

Hz =
1
𝜇0r

𝜕(rA𝜃 )

𝜕r

=
1
𝜇0

(
a2 cos(kz − 𝜔t ) + b2 sin(kz − 𝜔t )

)
×

(
k

2r

(
c2I0(kr ) + c2I2(kr )

− id2Y0(− jkr ) − id2Y2(− jkr )
))
, (46)

Hr = −
1
𝜇0

𝜕A𝜃

𝜕z

=
k

𝜇0

(
a2 sin(kz − 𝜔t ) − b2 cos(kz − 𝜔t )

)
×

(
c2J1( jkr ) + d2Y1(− jkr )

)
, (47)

where I0 and I2 are the modified Bessel functions of the
first kind, the latter of order two and the other of order
zero.

3.2.1 Finding coefficients from boundary
conditions

Just as for flat linear electrical machines, it is utilized that{
ΛR = Λ̂R cos(kz − 𝜔t )

ΛS = Λ̂S cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)
, (48)

⇒

{
Hz (r = rS , z, t ) = −ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

Hz (r = rR, z, t ) = ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t )
, (49)

where rS is the distance from the center of the electrical machine
to where the stator faces the air gap and rR is the distance from
the center of the electrical machine to where the rotor faces the
air gap (see Figure 2).

This is fulfilled if

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Hz (r , z, t ) = HzS (r , z, t ) + HzR (r , z, t )

= −RS (r )ĤzS cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

+RR (r )ĤzR cos(kz − 𝜔t ),

RS (rS ) = 1,

RS (rR ) = 0,

RR (rS ) = 0,

RR (rR ) = 1.

(50)

Using the notations:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝜉JR = I0(krR ) + I2(krR ),

𝜉YR = Y0(− jkrR ) +Y2(− jkrR ),

𝜉JS = I0(krS ) + I2(krS ),

𝜉YS = Y0(− jkrS ) +Y2(− jkrS ),

Ψ = 𝜉JR𝜉YS − 𝜉JS𝜉YR.

(51)

Then

Hz (r , z, t ) =
1
Ψ

(
ĤzR

rR

r

(
𝜉YS

(
I0(kr ) + I2(kr )

)
−𝜉JS

(
Y0(− jkr ) +Y2(− jkr )

))
cos(kz − 𝜔t )

+ ĤzS

rS

r

(
𝜉YR

(
I0(kr ) + I2(kr )

)
−𝜉JR

(
Y0(− jkr ) +Y2(− jkr )

))
× cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (52)

Now Hr can be found through Equations (45)–(47):

Hr =
k

Ψ

(
rRĤzR

(
𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )

)
× sin(kz − 𝜔t )

+ rS ĤzS

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )

)
× sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (53)

3.3 Electric field strength

In the air gap, Faraday’s law of induction can be utilized to find
the relation

∇ × E⃗ = −
𝜕E𝜃

𝜕z
r̂ +

1
r

𝜕(rE𝜃 )

𝜕r
ẑ

= −𝜇0
𝜕Hr

𝜕t
r̂ − 𝜇0

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
ẑ. (54)

Then

E𝜃 (r , z, t ) = −𝜇0 ∫
𝜕Hr (r , z, t )

𝜕t
dz =

𝜇0𝜔

k
Hr (r , z, t )

=
𝜇0𝜔

Ψ

(
rRĤzR

(
𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )

)
× sin(kz − 𝜔t )

+ rS ĤzS

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )

)
× sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (55)
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From Faraday’s law of induction, the boundary conditions for
E𝜃 are also found:

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
(r = rR ) = 𝜔ĤzR sin(kz − 𝜔t ), (56)

𝜕Hz

𝜕t
(r = rS ) = −𝜔ĤzS sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿), (57)

hence

Ê𝜃R =
𝜇0𝜔rRĤzR

Ψ

(
𝜉YS J1( jkrR ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkrR )

)
, (58)

Ê𝜃S =
𝜇0𝜔rS ĤzS

Ψ

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkrS ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkrS )

)
. (59)

Then E𝜃 can be expressed as

E𝜃 =
Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

(𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )) sin(kz + 𝜔t )

+
Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

(𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )) sin(kz + 𝜔t + 𝛿),

(60)

where {
𝜉RS = 𝜉YRJ1( jkrS ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkrS ),

𝜉SR = 𝜉YS J1( jkrR ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkrR ).
(61)

3.4 Poynting vector in the air gap

During the derivation of H⃗ and E⃗ ; Er , Ez , and H𝜃 was found
negligible or zero in this application. This gives that the Poynting
vector is:

S⃗ = E𝜃Hz r̂ − E𝜃Hr ẑ. (62)

The term E𝜃Hz r̂ contributes to the radial power flow, while the
term −E𝜃Hr ẑ is the longitudinal power flow.

The radial power flux is:

Sr = E𝜃Hz

=
1
Ψ

(
Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

(𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )) sin(kz + 𝜔t )

+
Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

(𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr ))

× sin(kz + 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)

×
(

ĤzR

rR

r

(
𝜉YS

(
I0(kr ) + I2(kr )

)
−𝜉JS

(
Y0(− jkr ) +Y2(− jkr )

))
× cos(kz − 𝜔t )

+ ĤzS

rS

r

(
𝜉YR

(
I0(kr ) + I2(kr )

)
−𝜉JR

(
Y0(− jkr ) +Y2(− jkr )

))
× cos(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (63)

The tangential power flux is:

Sz = − E𝜃Hr

= −
k

Ψ

(
Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

(𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )) sin(kz + 𝜔t )

+
Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

(𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr ))

× sin(kz + 𝜔t + 𝛿)
)

×
(
rRĤzR

(
𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )

)
sin(kz − 𝜔t )

− rS ĤzS

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )

)
× sin(kz − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
. (64)

3.5 Total electromagnetic power flow in the
air gap

The total normal electromagnetic power flow in the air gap is:

PStator ,⟂ = P⟂
|||r=rS

= ∫
s∥

Sr ds∥
|||r=rS

= ∫
L∕2

−L∕2 ∫
2𝜋

0
Sr (r = rS , z, t )rS d𝜃dz

= 𝜋rS LÊ𝜃RĤzS

×
𝜉YS J1( jkrS ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkrS )

𝜉SR

sin 𝛿. (65)

For electrical machines, g ≪ rR ⇒ rS = rR + g ≈ rR. Further
assuming that k is so small that krS ≈ krR, then

PStator ,⟂ ≈ 𝜋rS LÊ𝜃RĤzS sin 𝛿. (66)

Equation (66) is very similar to (33); they are both showing
that the normal power flow is equal to half times the electric
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field by the rotor times the magnetic field by the stator times
sine of the load angle.

The tangential electromagnetic power flow in the air gap is:

PStator ,tan = Pt
|||z=L∕2

= ∫
s⟂

Szds⟂
|||z=z′

= ∫
rS

rR
∫

2𝜋

0
Sz (r , z = z′, t )rd𝜃dr

= 2𝜋 ∫
rS

rR

Sz (r , z = z′, t )rdr

= −
2𝜋krRĤzRÊ𝜃R

Ψ𝜉SR

sin2(kz′ − 𝜔t )

× ∫
rS

rR

(
𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )

)2
rdr

−
2𝜋k

Ψ
sin(kz′ − 𝜔t ) sin(kz′ − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

×

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

+
rRĤzRÊ𝜃S

𝜉RS

)

× ∫
rS

rR

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )

)
×
(
𝜉YS J1( jkr ) + 𝜉JSY1(− jkr )

)
rdr

−
2𝜋krS ĤzS Ê𝜃S

Ψ𝜉RS

sin2(kz′ − 𝜔t + 𝛿)

× ∫
rS

rR

(
𝜉YRJ1( jkr ) + 𝜉JRY1(− jkr )

)2
rdr , (67)

where z′ ∈ [−L∕2,L∕2]. Introducing the following notations:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝛽JJ = ∫
rS

rR

(
J1( jkr )

)2
rdr ,

𝛽YY = ∫
rS

rR

(
Y1(− jkr )

)2
rdr ,

𝛽JY = ∫
rS

rR

J1( jkr )Y1(− jkr )rdr .

(68)

This gives

PStator ,tan = −
𝜋k

Ψ

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

(
1 − cos(2kz − 2𝜔t + 2𝛿)

)
×
(
𝜉2

YR
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JR𝜉YR𝛽JY + 𝜉2

JR
𝛽YY

)
+ 2

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

+
rRĤzRÊ𝜃S

𝜉RS

)

×
(
cos 𝛿 − cos(2kz − 2𝜔t + 𝛿)

)
×
(
𝜉YR𝜉YS𝛽JJ + (𝜉JR𝜉YS + 𝜉JS𝜉YR )𝛽JY

+𝜉JR𝜉JS𝛽YY

)
+

rRĤzRÊ𝜃R

𝜉SR

(
1 − cos(2kz − 2𝜔t )

)
×
(
𝜉2

YS
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JS𝜉YS𝛽JY + 𝜉2

JS
𝛽YY

))
(69)

= PStator ,tan1 + PStator ,tan2(t ), (70)

where

PStator ,tan1 = −
𝜋k

Ψ

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

×
(
𝜉2

YR
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JR𝜉YR𝛽JY + 𝜉2

JR
𝛽YY

)
+ 2 cos 𝛿

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

+
rRĤzRÊ𝜃S

𝜉RS

)

×
(
𝜉YR𝜉YS𝛽JJ + (𝜉JR𝜉YS + 𝜉JS𝜉YR )𝛽JY

+𝜉JR𝜉JS𝛽YY

)
+

rRĤzRÊ𝜃R

𝜉SR

(
𝜉2

YS
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JS𝜉YS𝛽JY

+𝜉2
JS
𝛽YY

))
, (71)

PStator ,tan2(t ) =
𝜋k

Ψ

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃S

𝜉RS

cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 2𝛿)

×
(
𝜉2

YR
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JR𝜉YR𝛽JY + 𝜉2

JR
𝛽YY

)
+ 2

(
rS ĤzS Ê𝜃R

𝜉SR

+
rRĤzRÊ𝜃S

𝜉RS

)
× cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t + 𝛿)

×
(
𝜉YR𝜉YS𝛽JJ + (𝜉JR𝜉YS

+𝜉JS𝜉YR )𝛽JY + 𝜉JR𝜉JS𝛽YY

)
+

rRĤzRÊ𝜃R

𝜉SR

cos(2kz′ − 2𝜔t )

×
(
𝜉2

YS
𝛽JJ + 𝜉JS𝜉YS𝛽JY + 𝜉2

JS
𝛽YY

))
. (72)
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The tangential power flow in the air gap of tubular linear
electrical is very complex. Basically all parameters can either
decrease or increase the tangential power flow.

4 RADIAL POWER FLOW IN THE AIR
GAP OF A MULTI-SIDED FLOW TUBULAR
LINEAR GENERATOR

A linear electrical machine which has the shape of a convex and
regular polygon with n sides and each side has the stack length
b, can be considered as n flat linear electrical machine with the
stack length b put together. Neglecting corner-effects and using
Equation (32), then the power flow through the air gap of the
multi-sided linear electrical machine is

P⟂,polygon = nP⟂, flat =
1
2

nbLÊyRĤzS sin 𝛿

=
1
2

CLÊyRĤzS sin 𝛿, (73)

where C = nb is the perimeter. Keeping the perimeter C con-
stant while n →∞ and b → 0 is equivalent to a tubular linear
electrical machine with the circumference C = 2𝜋rS , that is

P⟂ = 𝜋rS LÊyRĤzS sin 𝛿, (74)

which is equivalent to Equation (66).

5 DISCUSSION

For all considered geometries, the radial power flow is depen-
dent of the area of the air gap, the electric field, the magnetic
field, and the load angle. The tangential power flow in flat linear
electrical machines is dependent of the area of the air gap, the
number of poles, the electric field, the magnetic field, and the
load angle. Since the radial power flow contributes to the useful
power extracted from the machine, it should preferably be as big
as possible. The tangential flow contributes to unwanted power
flow, possibly causing vibrations and noise, and should there-
fore preferably be minimized. Most components which increase
the radial power flow also increases the tangential power flow,
with the number of poles being an exception for flat electri-
cal machines. The analytical expressions for tangential power
flow for flat electrical machines are inversely proportional to the
number of poles, suggesting a high number of poles could be
beneficial when designing linear electrical machines.

A large load angle, around 90◦, will increase the radial power
flow, while the terms of the tangential flow including cosine of
the load angle will be reduced. If there is no load, corresponding
to when the load angle is zero, and no power will be transferred
in the radial direction, but in the tangential direction. During no
load, the electromagnetic forces could, therefore, accelerate or
decelerate the translator. The time-independent terms are less
than zero, suggesting the electromagnetic forces will decelerate
the translator.

FIGURE 5 The real part of some examples of the different combinations
of modified Bessel functions found in Section 3 in the expression for the
tangential flow, for the electric field, and for the magnetic field strength. The
functions are shown for two different values on k = 𝜋∕𝜏p and for a radius up
to 160 mm

The tangential power flow varies as twice the (electrical)
angular speed, which means that it is twice the frequency of
the electrical machine. Vibrations twice the angular speed or
frequency have been observed in rotating electrical machines
but is generally thought to be caused by irregularities in the
electrical machines [29]. The analytical expressions here sug-
gests that vibrations twice the frequency are naturally occurring,
which is reasonable as it agrees with the number of poles as
well as Equation (3).

The main differences between the results in Palit [3] and here,
is the difference in geometry, direction of the movement and
fields, and that Palit linearizes parts of the equations as well as
assumes that the machine has one pole pair. With the simplifi-
cation that the air gap width is much smaller than the radius of
electrical machines, the expressions found here are very similar
to those found by Palit. Comparing Equation (66) with Equa-
tion (4) the main difference is that the electric field and the
magnetic field strength have different directions in rotating and
linear electrical machines.

Looking at the analytical expressions for a tubular linear elec-
trical machine, they contain different modified Bessel functions
which are functions of the radius and the pole pitch of the
machine. In the expressions for the modified Bessel functions,
there is a parameter k = 𝜋∕𝜏p, that is, it depends on the pole
pitch of the linear electrical machines. Looking at two differ-
ent linear generators, [19] and [9], their pole pitches are 35
and 48 mm, respectively, which gives k = 89.76 m−1 and k =
65.45 m−1. The radius r can be both the translator radius and
the stator radius. The modified Bessel functions which are most
recurring are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for different values of k;
k = 50 m−1 (𝜏p = 62.9 mm) and k = 100 m−1 (𝜏p = 31.4 mm),
and for r up to 160 mm. The maximum value of the radius
r is chosen to be large enough to show the general behavior
of the functions. Looking at the real parts of the coefficients,
either one of them will be small while the other is large or
vice versa. There is also a range of radius when they will be of
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FIGURE 6 The imaginary part of some examples of the different
combinations of modified Bessel functions found in Section 3 in the
expression for the tangential flow, for the electric field, and for the magnetic
field strength. The functions are shown for two different values on k = 𝜋∕𝜏p

and for a radius up to 160 mm

FIGURE 7 The real part of some examples of the different combinations
of modified Bessel functions found in Section 3 in the expression for the
tangential flow. The functions are shown for two different values on k = 𝜋∕𝜏p

and for a radius up to 160 mm

the same magnitude, exactly which range depends on the pole
pitch.

Figures 7 and 8 show the Bessel functions which are inte-
grated from the rotor radius to the stator radius in the expres-
sion for the tangential flow in tubular linear electrical machines;
Figures 7 and 8 show Bessel functions which are integrated in
the expression for the tangential power flow in tubular linear
electrical machines. Either the real or the imaginary parts will
approach infinity or minus infinity when the radius approaches
infinity. The full expression for the tangential power flow is diffi-
cult to interpret directly, but this does suggest that when design-

FIGURE 8 The imaginary part of some examples of the different
combinations of modified Bessel functions found in Section 3 in the
expression for the tangential flow. The functions are shown for two different
values on k = 𝜋∕𝜏p and for a radius up to 160 mm

ing larger linear electrical machines, one should carefully study,
for example with FEM-analysis, the tangential power flow to
avoid machines with a lot of vibrations and noise.

Looking at the values of k derived from [19] and [9], the
assumption that kg is small, as is made in Section 2.5, or that
krR ≈ krS , as is made in Section 3.5, may not hold for several
linear electrical machines. If k is close to 100, k is large enough
for those assumptions not to be valid.

The tangential power flow is not estimated for a multi-sided
linear electrical machine. This is mainly since the radial flow can
be found by finding what happens with the expression if the
multi-sided machine gets so many sides that it can be estimated
as a tubular linear electrical machine. The complexity of Equa-
tions (69), (71), and (72) makes any such comparison for the
tangential power flow gruesome.

Finally, it could be noted that it has been assumed that G⃗ =
0 (see Equation 2). The interactions are also not done over
enclosed surfaces, which mean that if G⃗ ≠ 0, it will contribute
to the power flow. However, it is generally assumed that G⃗ = 0
and there is no reason to assume that there will be a field in the
air gap with divergence zero which should substantially affect
the linear electrical machine.

6 CONCLUSION

Equations, both exact and approximations using that the air gap
is much smaller than the radius of the machine (g ≪ rR), have
been found for the radial power flow for flat, multi-sided, and
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tubular linear electrical machines. The tangential power flow has
also been found for flat and tubular linear electrical machines.
Both the radial and the tangential power flows depend on the
area of the air gap, the electric field, the magnetic field strength,
and the load angle. The analytical expressions show that increas-
ing the number of poles decreases the tangential power flow in
flat electrical machines and does not affect the radial power flow.
The radial power flow is independent of time, while the tangen-
tial varies with twice the frequency of the electrical machine.
During no load, the radial power flow will be zero, which the
tangential power flow will not.
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